Translation of Classical Dimension Theory into a valued context should allow a comprehensible view of alternatives, by means of an informative representation, being this representation still manageable by decision makers. In fact, there is an absolute need for this kind of representations, since being able to comprehend a valued preference relation is most of the time the very first difficulty decision makers afford, even when dealing with a small number of alternatives. Moreover, we should be expecting deep computational problems, already present in classical crisp Dimension Theory. A natural approach could be to analyze dimension of every α-cut of a given valued preference relation. But due to complexity in dealing with valued preference relations, imposing max-min transitivity to decision makers in order to assure that every α-cut defines a crisp partial order set seems quite unrealistic. In this paper we propose an alternative definition of crisp dimension, based upon a general representation result, that may allow the possibility of skipping some of those computational problems.
Introduction
Classical Dimension Theory, as introduced by Dushnik and Miller 4 , refers to the representation of partial orders as an intersection of linear orders. From a multicriteria perspective, dimension suggests the minimum number of simple criteria explaining a given transitive preference, being in addition non reflexive and antisymmetric. In this sense, dimension of crisp preferences seems to be a promising tool, hopefully useful for a better understanding of crisp strict binary preference relations, meanwhile they define a partial order set. Three main criticism are immediate: (A) quite often preferences are not crisp, but valued; (B) even if they are crisp, too often they do not define a partial order set; (C) even if they define a crisp partial order, it is too difficult to evaluate such a dimension.
In fact, Yannakakis 18 proved that determining if a partial order has dimension n, n ≥ 3, is a NP-complete problem. However, the algorithm proposed by Yáñez and Montero 19 allows the evaluation of dimension of medium size partial orders. So, something can be done despite criticism (C).
Since valued preferences may contain much more information than crisp preferences, it would be very useful if we can develop manageable representations, perhaps bringing into this context classical dimension concept. Montero et al. 12 proposed to evaluate dimension for each alpha-cut (see also Van de Walle and Turoff 17 ). But it is then essential to delete restriction to partial order sets: it does not seem realistic at all to assume that valued preferences defined by decision makers will define always appropriate alpha-cuts (too many values need to be consistently assigned). We do need a general representation theorem for arbitrary crisp strict preferences in order to fully overcome criticism (B), although the deep algorithmic complexity problem may still remain (the underlying representation problem was initially addressed by González-Pachón et al. 8 )
. In this paper we analyze some consequences of the previous results in the concept of dimension function based upon a general representation for α-cuts, as an alternative to other attempts to bring dimension into a valued context. We also explore in this paper some alternative approaches in order to partially bypass algorithmic complexity, by means of approximate representations.
We should point out the key relevance of any informative geometrical representation in decision making, meanwhile each representation may give a better insight on the decision problem we are being faced to. In this sense, modern multi criteria procedures are giving an increasing role to representation software (see, e.g., Macharis and Brans 10 ), becoming knowledge aid tools rather than decision aid tools.
We shall first give a short overview on classical crisp theory in order realize that the standard approach of applying the crisp concept to the sequence of α-cut is too restrictive when applied into our context.
Crisp Dimension Theory
Given a finite set of alternatives X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, a crisp partial order set R ⊂ X × X is characterized by a mapping
otherwise). Dimension of a crisp partial order R was initially defined by Dushnik and Miller
4 as the minimum number, dim(R), of linear orders (i.e., complete partial orders) whose intersection is R. Being R a partial order set (poset) with dimension d, each element x i ∈ X can be represented in the real space (
for all x i , x j ∈ X (see also Trotter 15 ). Such a definition was possible due to Szpilrajn 14 , who had previously proven that every partial order may be represented as an intersection of linear orders, which may be understood as pre-existing underlying criteria in decision maker's mind.
We can also denote µ
we shall denote here the linear order such that
Valued preference relations
In this context, a valued preference relation will assign to each pair of alternatives (x i , x j ) the degree to which first alternative x i is considered strictly better than second alternative x j , in such a way that a mapping
is being defined (see Zadeh 20 ). Of course, some consistency assumptions use to be made within such valued preference relations context. Of course, µ(x i , x i ) = 0 seems to be a must if we really deal with strict preferences. And it is often assumed that such a preference relation is max-min transitive, i.e.,
A standard analysis of a given valued preference relation (see González-Pachón et al. 7 ) is to analyze properties of the sequence of its α-cuts: for each α ∈ (0, 1], the α-cut of a valued preference relation µ is defined as the crisp binary relation R α µ in X such that 12 ). For example, even being µ max-min transitive, if
is not antisymmetric. Moreover, imposing max-min transitivity or any other analogous consistency condition seems to be too restrictive in practice, due to the extreme difficulties decision maker will find in assigning all those n(n − 1) degrees of preference, as it can be easily checked in the literature (quite often we search for a max-min transitive valued binary relation being in some sense close to data; see, e.g., Montero and Tejada 11 ).
General representation of a crisp partial order
The following result shows that any crisp strict preference relation can be represented in terms of unions of intersections of linear orders, no matter if incomparability or intransitivity or even cycles are present (see González-Pachón et al. 7 ). Theorem.-Let X = {x 1 , ..., x n } be a finite set of alternatives, and let us consider C = {L/L linear order on X }
Then for every non-reflexive crisp binary relation R on X there exist a family of linear orders
Hence, the generalized dimension, Dim(R), of a crisp strict preference binary relation R can be defined as the minimum number of different linear orders,
For example, if we have two alternatives, X = {x 1 , x 2 }, then incomparability R 1 between both alternatives
where
It is important to notice that our generalized dimension does not extends classical dimension. Although quite often partial order sets have the same dimension in both senses, the following result shows a partial order set such that its generalized dimension is not equal to its classical dimension (see González-Pachón et al. 6 ). Example.-Let X = {y 1 , · · · , y n , z 1 , · · · , z n } a finite set of 2n alternatives, n ≥ 6, and let us consider the following partial order setR:
• µR(x, x ) = 0 otherwise.
Then Dim(R) < dim(R).

Generalized dimension function
Once we have fully generalized and therefore overcome main restriction of classical dimension theory, the above general representation result for crisp strict relations can be translated to a valued context in order to relax the normative approach given in Montero et al. 12 and evaluate the generalized dimension Dim(R α µ ) for each α-cut, α ∈ (0, 1]. Hence, we no longer need to impose that every α-cut defines a partial order set, although it must be pointed out again that such a generalized dimension is not an extension of classical dimension. This result may suggest that classical dimension should be revised in order to check the intuitive significance of both approaches.
Moreover, if we take into account that rationality is not an univoque concept (see Cutello and Montero 2 ), we may think that linear orders may be not the unique absolute rational crisp preference relations. It may be the case then that we can develop a consistency concept subject to our particular available computational abilities (of a linguistic perhaps, see Herrera et al. 9 ), in such a way that the above pointed out deep computational problems can be in some way bypassed (see González-Pachón et al. 6 ). The following result, for example, suggests that most families of binary relations based upon a unique basic structure up to permutation of all alternatives can be taken into account in order to get similar representations.
Theorem.-Let C be a non-empty family of crisp strict binary preference relations defined on a finite set of alternatives X such that
Then any strict binary preference relation can be represented as the union of intersections of elements in C.
Final comments
The key issue for future research is how to exploit information from the generalized dimension function of a valued preference relation µ, defined as the mapping
Such a research should be developed considering different alternative rationalities, and taking into account that such a (generalized) dimension may not be giving a comprehensive understanding of a given crisp preference unless some informative (generalized) representation is associated. Some experiences are actually being run in order to learn from the information contained in those representations.
Some alternative approaches to the dimension concept of valued preference relations can be found in the literature, taking a quite different point of view. Adnadjevic 1 , for example, has proposed an alternative definition of dimension for valued preference relations based upon the notion of multichain, but assuming strong consistency properties on the decision maker preference relation. On the contrary, Ovchinnikov 13 propose a different dimension concept in terms of an underlying representation which appears to be too difficult to be managed by decision makers. Analogous criticism applies to Fodor and Roubens 5 and Doignon and Mitas 3 (both based upon a previous result of Valverde 16 , they represent valued preferences by means of another canonical valued preferences).
Crisp dimension approach applied to all α-cuts of a valued preference relation, as proposed in González-Pachón et al. 7 , seems an interesting hint for decision makers in practice, and they are in fact taken into account in Doignon and Mitas 3 in order to obtain operative bounds.
